Disaster recovery planning
is the creation of a process
to follow in the event of a
disaster. The development and
the maintenance of a disaster
recovery plan isn’t something
that should be left until the
last minute; an incident could
affect your business at any
time.

“Prevention is
always better
than cure”
Prevention is always better than
cure, and being prepared gives your
stakeholders, employees, suppliers and
customers the peace of mind they
deserve. For mission critical firms gold
plated levels of contingency may be
required whereas near gold plated
levels may be more suitable for others
and are available to everyone, at a
fraction of the cost.
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Prevention is always better
than cure.
Disaster recovery planning is the creation
of a process to follow in the event of
a disaster. The development and the
maintenance of a disaster recovery plan
isn’t something that should be left until
the last minute; an incident could affect
your business at any time.

Prevention is always better than cure, and
being prepared gives your stakeholders,
employees,

suppliers

and

customers

the peace of mind they deserve. For
mission critical firms gold plated levels of
contingency may be required, whereas
near gold plated levels may be more
suitable for others and are available to
everyone, at a fraction of the cost.

h Natural disasters
h Epidemics such as Coronavirus
h Access to your offices is prevented
h LAN/WAN attack
h Network supplier failure
h Transport or power disruption
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Benefits of disaster recovery planning
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Provides a detailed step-by-step plan
to get your business back on its feet
quickly and efficiently
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Lessened business interruption
reducing low productivity
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Ensures that you have a backup of
data, information, documents and
asset records
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Improved customer service and
competitor advantage as disaster
recovery planning proves reliability
of service
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Minimises financial impact as down
periods are significantly reduced
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Regulatory compliance and lower
insurance premiums
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Network services areas Datacomms areas to
consider
to consider


Advertise the phone numbers

of your major departments such as
accounts, sales, customer service etc. via
appropriate non geographic numbers.
M12 Solutions can provide you with your
own portal so you can instantly access



daily data backup to reside on site and
your weekly and monthly backup to be
securely available off site just in case
you have a major disaster such as a fire
or burglary.

and amend the routing of your calls to
alternative destinations, such as mobiles.


Work with a SIP provider who can

divert DDI numbers as well as the main
number to an alternative disposition in
case of failure of the telephone system,
so that all calls can still answered.


Installing an active/standby circuit



physical failing either onsite or at
network level.


Install a second FTTP or Leased

Line to act as a backup to your primary

Have a server and application

environment spreadsheet maintained
and up-to-date which encompasses
all of your owned licensing, support
agreements and hardware inventory,
with contact information and locate this
securely. If the worst was to happen in
a disaster the IT team can replicate and
rebuild quickly.

Testing the plan

 Have some key individuals set up as

 Set a date for an appropriate test to

home workers for voice via Voice over IP

try out different scenarios. The main two

and data via VPN access so that if they

to rehearse are:

are unable to travel they are able to act
as if they are in the office.

 Employees not being able to get into
the office. For example, heavy snow or a

 Ensure users know how to transfer

chemical spillage on a main access road.

calls to voicemail and to mobiles,
sounds basic but test your workforce.

 Power and / or Internet failure.

 Have your intranet hosted off site so
that in the event of a major failure your
staff can see via the internet what your
instructions are and you can work as a
virtual business.
 Ask your suppliers and main

that has resilience built in at network
level, will reduce the risks of something

Have a secure location for your

Building in resilience

Install a UPS to provide managed

customers for their opinions regarding

shutdown of your servers in the event of

your disaster recovery plans. You may

power failure.

find they can give you some useful



pointers to include; after all they would
be taking the brunt of the impact of
turmoil in your business.

internet access.
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